7 days of turkish coast
This is a 7 day (Saturday - Saturday) sailing trip starting from Göcek with breathtaking
views of the sun and the sea, and with countless possibilities for snorkeling and swimming and a special turkish delight - mud baths.
Please note that all restaurants and activities listed are only suggestions, and are not
included in the price.The trip can be changed according to your wishes, meaning stops
can be added or removed.

Day 1

Göcek - the city of marinas
The plan for the first day is to arrive on a saturday in Göcek and get to the Marina. Your
check in on the boat will be at 5 PM and you will spend the night there.
Moor at the jetty, swim at the nearby beach, explore Merdivenli Cove and Seagull Bay
and then head to the hills to see ancient ruins.
Things to do:
explore the forested national park
trace its underwater past and see the Kalimce ruins
Food and drinks:
Lotis Kitchen - Seafood, Italian, Mediterranean, European, Turkish cuisine
Daidala Restaurant - Seafood, Mediterranean, European cuisine
West Cafe & Bistro - for brunch or late night dining

Day 2

Ekincik - the best place for mud baths
Ekincik is between Marmaris and Dalyan. With a local motorboat you can ride up the
Dalyan River to the UNESCO ancient city of Kaunos, where you’ll see six tombs of the
kings cut into the sheer rock face.
What to do:
visit the nearby mud baths with their mystical healing powers
Gastro suggestions:
Likya Restaurant - Turkish, Seafood, Mediterranean cuisine
My Marina Yacht Club - Seafood, European, Turkish, Mediterranean cuisine

Day 3

Gemiler or St Nicholas Island
You can enjoy impressive views at the top of the island, but prepare your walking
shoes, sunscreen and water for that.
What to do:
visit the tomb of St Nicholas, where Father Christmas, has been originally been
located
climbing a very steep hill you can see the ruins of five churches built between the 4th
and 6th centuries, one of which is cut into the rock
Gastro suggestions:
a small makeshift restaurant stands in the bay for the summer sailors (its owners do
not live on the island)

Day 4

Kızılkuyruk Koyu bay - peace time
This is a small bay area on your way to Fethiye, before sailing in that direction, pack
food and drinks for two days.
What to do:
snorkeling in a deep anchorage and beautiful cove with clear water
enjoy your time away from the crowds
Gastro suggestions:
there are no restaurants or grocery stores
time for on board cooking!

Day 5

Fethiye - explore archaeological treasures
Visit the amazing, well-preserved settlement of Pinara. It sits in the mountains with
tombs cut into high rocks, many with columns and motifs.
What to do:
explore the Tlos ruins with its amphitheater or the ruins at Xanthos and Kalkan
find out about the Antalya ruins with rock tombs that formed part of Lycia’s ancient
settlements
Gastro suggestions:
Ailem Cafe Restaurant - cheap and delicious Mediterranean, Seafood,
Turkish cuisine
Carnival Restaurant - place with great food and views of the sunrises and sunsets
Mozaik Bahce - Turkish, Middle Eastern cuisine

Day 6

Wall Bay - time for snorkeling
Sail to Wall Bay. Swim or kayak on the nearby Cleopatra’s Bay and explore
ancient ruins.
Other than dining you can:
it offers the best snorkeling conditions in this part of Turkey
Gastro suggestions:
Adaia - family-run restaurant, only accessible by boat
Wall Bay Restaurant - fresh fish and seafood

Day 7

Back to Göcek
You will spend your last evening in Göcek and check out on Saturday morning at 9 am.
Use this time for a last day at the beach or exploring things you didn’t have time for on
the first day.
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